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Contractions as restricted shifts 
E. DURSZT 
Dedicated to Professzor K. Tandori on the occasion of his 60tli birthday 
In what follows T is a contraction (i.e. linear operator with ||!T||^1) on a 
Hilbert space J f and "c.n.u." stands for "completely nonunitary". 
A familiar result (cf. [2], [1]) guarantees that, if T"-*0 strongly as 
then T is unitarily equivalent to a restriction of a backward shift. If T is c.n.u., 
on a complex separable space, then its functional model [3, Ch. VI, Sec. 2] shows 
that T is unitarily equivalent to a restriction of the orthogonal sum of a backward 
shift and a bilateral shift. 
The purpose of this note is to generalize Rota's construction [2] to the case of 
an arbitrary c.n.u. contraction. We shall give the shift operators in question, the space 
of the restriction as well as the operator which provides the unitary equivalence to 
a certain extent explicitely in terms of T. Maybe Lemma 1 is of own independent 
interest. Our method is elementary and self-containing in the sense that it uses only 
very standard facts of operator theory. 
Since {T*nT"}°L0 is a decreasing sequence of selfadjoint operators, its strong 
limit exists, is a positive contraction and therefore 
A = (lim T*aTnyi2 
exists, A is selfadjoint and O^A^I. Similarity, the selfadjoint operator 
A = (lim T"T*")112 
exists and O ^ Á ^ I . We define an operator F o n AJ^f by 
VAh = ATh (h£3P) 
and then by taking closure. The definition of A shows that T*A2T=A2 and thus 
\\ATh\\ = \\Ah\\ ( h i t f ) , 
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consequently V is an isometry on 
L e m m a 1. \\AV"g\\\\\g\\ and \\AV*"gMAAg\\ for as 
P r o o f . For hdJif we have 
¡AVAhl = \\A2Th\\ s \\T*A*Th\\ = \\A2h\\ 
and this implies that 
\\AVf\\ ^ \\Af\\ for f{JW. 
Substituting f=V"g, we obtain 
|\AV^g\\ S\AVg\\ (gilW, n = 0, 1, ...). 
This shows that {\\AV"g\\}™=0 is an increasing sequence. 
Now let Px denote the spectral projection of A belonging to [0, A]. If 0 s A < 1 
and h ^ t f , then 
\\Ah\\2 = \\AT"h\\2 = \\PxAT"h\\2+\\(I-Px)AT"h\\2 = 
= \\APxT"h\2 + \\A{I-Px)T"h\\2 ^ X2\\PxT'h\\2 + \\{I-Px)T"h\\2 = 
= (A2—l)||/>Arnft||2 + ||7,"/i||2. 
So we get 
0^(l-A2)\\PxTnh\\2^\\Tnh\\2-\\Ah\\2~0 as n 
This implies that for each and 0 ^ A < 1 , 
\\PxTnh\\^0 as n Thus 
\\PxV"Ah\\ = \\PxAT"h\\ ^ M|| ||PxT"h\ - 0 as n 
So we have 
IAVAh\\2 W-P^AVAhW2 = WAil-P^AhW2 s X2\\{I-P^V"Ah\2 = 
= A2HFM/j||2-A2 | |/' j lJ/M/iil2 - A2||y4/i||2 (n 
This means that, for each and £>0, 
\\Ah\\^\\AV"Ah\\^(l-e)\\Ah\\ 
if n is sufficiently large, i.e.: 
\\AVAh\\~\\Ah\\ =o). 
Now for e > 0 and g^AJF there exists h^Jf such that \\g—Ah\\<£ and for 
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sufficiently large n we have 
0 ^ flg|HMK»g|| ^ IHgll-Mftlll + lMftll-IMFMftlll + lMFMftl l -IMF-gfl l < 
< \\g-Ah\\ +e + \\AV\\ \\Ah-gII < 3e. 
So the first statement of the lemma is proved. In order to prove the second one, 
let g i A J i and Then we have 
(AV*"g, h) = (g, VAh) = (g, AT"h) = (T*nAg, h) 
and consequently 
(1) AV*"g = T*"Ag (g ZAW, n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Thus, using the definition of A we obtain 
\\AV*"g\\ = \\T*»Ag\\W\AAg\\ (geAJT, n 
and so the lemma is proved. 
Let us introduce an operator B \ AM^A^C by 
B = (I-AA2Afl2\A^ 
and a linear manifold by 
= Ah£RanB). 
L e m m a 2. B commutes with V and V*, and T^czJ^. If T is c.n.u., then 
Ker B= {0} and 3/P0 is dense in Jf . 
P r o o f . Using the fact that A2—TA2T* (which is an easy consequence of the 
definition of A) and (1), for g£AJi? we obtain 
V*AA2Ag = V*ATA2T*Ag = V*VAA2AV*g = AA2AV*g. 
This shows that AA2A\AJf commutes with V*. Therefore B, being the limit of a 
sequence of polynomials of AA2A\Ajf, also commutes with V*. Since B is self-
adjoint, it commutes with V, too. 
If then 
ATh = VAh£V(Ran B) = Ran (BV) c Ran B 
and therefore 
Suppose now that T is c.n.u. and / € K e r B. Then 
0 - | | 2 - ( C I - A A 2 A ) f , f ) = \\f\\2-\\AAf\\\ 
i.e.: 
(2) \\AAf\\ = I / I . 
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Since A and A are contractions, this implies that 
(3) \W\\ = « / I 
and, since O^A^I, Af=f follows. Thus (2) implies 
(4) \\Af\\ = | / I . 
Using the definitions of A and A, (3) and (4) imply 
II7VII = «/II = \T*"f\\ (N = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Since by assumption T is c.n.u., f— 0 follows [3, Ch. I, Th. 3.2]. 
In order to prove the last statement of the lemma, suppose that T is c.n.u. and 
/*€Ker (I-A2A2). In this case 
0 = ((/-A2A2)h, h) = \\h\\2-(A2h, A2h) 
and thus 
• ||AP= \(A2h,A2h)\ =£ \\A2h\\\\A2h\\ S \\Ah\\ \\Ah\\ S fl/^. 
This shows that \\Ah\\\\Ah\\ = \\h\\2 and therefore 
\\Ah\\ = pg = \\Ah\\ 
which implies 
\\T»h\\ = ll^ll = \\T*"h\\ (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
and consequently h=0. 
So we have proved that, if T is c.n.u., then Ker (I—A2A2) = {0} and conse-
quently Ran (I—A2A2) is dense in Since 
A(I-A2A2) = (I-AA2A)A = B2A, 
we obtain 
A Ran (I-A 2A2) = B2AJf, 
i.e.: ^ z > R a n ( I -A 2 A 2 ) and so is also dense in This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
Let us introduce the following notations: 
D = ( l ~ T * T f £ > = (I-TT*y'2, 
f V if n = 0 
" ~ I V*~n if n < 0. 
Clearly F* = F_ n , and (1) implies that 
(5) T*AV„g = AVn-lg (g{AM>, n = 0, ±1 , ±2 , . . . ) . 
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L e m m a 3. I f T is c.n.u., then 
2 \£>AB-*Vmfl*=\f\* for /IERani?. 
n = — oo 
P r o o f . If / 6 R a n B, i.e. f=Bg with a g£.AJ? then, by Lemma 2 and the 
definition of Vn, we have 
Vnf=V„Bg = BVng (n = 0, ± 1 , ...). 
Since by assumption T is c.n.u., Lemma 2 implies the existence of B~x on Ran B. 
Let N, M s O . Using (5) we obtain 
2 I I D A B ~ W J Y = 2 \\DAVng\\2 = n= —m n= — m 
= 2 W„nA*V„g,g)-(V-nATT*AVng,g)} = n=-m 
= 2 [M^g»a-M^-igH= \\AVNg\\*-\\Av*M^gV. n = -m 
Now Lemma 1 implies that 
2 II DAB-Wjr = | |g | | 2 - |M^g| | 2 = I|2?g||2 = ll/ll2, 
11= — oo 
and so the lemma is proved. 
Now define J f by 
jr=[0^5?]©[ © DAJf]. 
ff| = 0 n=— oo 
Let S denote the operator on J f defined by 
s { [ 0 * . ] © [ © * £ ] } = [ © hm+J©[ © h'n+1l m = 0 n= —oo m=0 n=—oo 
This S is the orthogonal sum of a backward shift and a bilateral shift. An easy com-
putation shows that 
2 \\DTmh\\2 = 2[\\Tmh\\2-\\Tm+1h\\2) = ||fc||2-|M/i||2 (fc6JT). 
m = 0 m = 0 
In what follows suppose that T is c.n.u. Then the above formula and Lemma 3 imply 
that 
(6) 2\\DTmh\\2+ 2 \\£>AB-WnAh\*=\\h\\2 for fce^o-
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Thus the linear manifold defined by 
= {[© DTmK]®[ © DAB-^Ah]: h ^ 0 ) , 
exists and is contained in J f . Let M" denote the closure of J^ ' in 3C. Define a mapp-
ing C/o: by 
U0h = [® DTmh]®[ @ i>AB~1VnAh] (/i€^0)-m=0 n=— oo 
Our main result is the following 
T h e o r e m . I f T i s c.n.u. then, using the above notations, U0 extends to a unitary 
operator U: tf^Jtf", № is an invariant subpace for S and UT=(S\tf")U. 
P r o o f . The definition of U0 and (6) show that U0 is linear and isometric. Since, 
by Lemma 2, Dom U0 is dense in and, by the definition of W, Ran U0 is dense 
in JZ", U0 extends by continuity to a unitary operator U: 
If h£ yf0 then, by Lemma 2, Th£ and so we have 
SUh = SU0h = [© DTm^K\®[ © DAB-Wn+1AK\ = 
m=0 n=—oo 
= [ © DTm(Th)]©[ © 3AB_1F„A(Th)] =U0Th= UTh. 
m=0 n=— oo 
Therefore, by continuity, for every element h of Jf we have SUh=UTh and, since 
XJ3V=y?', we can conclude that № is invariant for S and UTh=(S\.yf)Uh for 
h£,yf. So the theorem is proved. 
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